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Abstract
We present an exchange specification for data describing the
three-dimensional structure of biological macromolecules. The
specification was designed for MMDB, a Molecular Modeling
Database supported by the National Center for Biotechnology

Information (NCBI), based on information from the Protein Data
Bank (PDB). In the MMDB specification, the chemical structures

of molecules are described hierarchically as connectivity graphs,
to directly support comparison by subgraph isomorphism or
assignment algorithms. Three-dimensional coordinates are linked
unambiguously to nodes in the chemical graph, so that homology-
derived structures may be generated directly from alignment of
chemically similar groups. In conversion to this form, data from
PDB are extensively validated, so as to provide a description of
chemical and spatial structure that is as accurate as possible.
These changes in format and content of the known structure data
are intended to support development of intelligent molecular
modeling applications that make use of this invaluable informa-
tion resource.

Description of MMDB
We present a data exchange specification for information

describing the three-dimensional structure of biological macro-
molecules. The specification was designed for MMDB, a
Molecular Modeling Database supported by the National Cen-
ter for Biotechnology Information,NCBI. MMDB is based on

information from the Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al. 1977),
modified in form and content to produce a macromolecular

structure database readily usable by computational biologists
and developers of molecular modeling software.

The MMDB specification is written in ASN. I, an ISO Open
Systems Interconnection Standard used for formal, standard-
ized data exchange above the level of specific software and

hardware (Rose 1990, Ostell et al. 1994). Macromolecular
structure data in this form may be read into computer memory
using a suite of software tools also available from NCBI, in the
form of C-language subroutine libraries (Ostell et al. 1994).
This software automatically translates an ASN. I stream into C

data structures which are fully atomic, in the sense that all par-
sable data items from PDB are represented as individual
numeric or character values. Software developers may tlaere-

fore directly retrieve and manipulate data items relevant to
molecular modeling by C subroutine call, instead of by pars-
ing PDB text files. The C data structure declarations ate pro-

duced automatically from the ASN.1 specification, and data
item names and semantics are described fully by the MMDB
specification presented here.

Molecular modeling involves comparison of the chemical
structures of two molecules to produce an atom-by-atom map-

ping, from which the partial spatial structure of one molecule
may be inferred from that of the other. The information

required is an unambiguous description of chemical stmetu~
in the form of a chemical graph, and an unambiguous linking
of spatial coordinate data to atoms forming the nodes of this

graph. To facilitate molecular modeling MMDB therefore pro-
vides this information explicitly. Software may directly

retrieve the data items needed for sequence alignment or sub-
graph isomorphism calculations, and need not encode the
complex logic required to deduce covalent structure from
atom and residue names and other conventions employed by

PDB. Homology models derived in this way may also be rep-
resented explicitly.

Chemical graphs in MMDB are represented in a fashion

similar to that proposed by the Chemical Abstracts Service in
the CXF specification (Mockus & Steckert 1994, Moeims 

Steckert 1995) and by the International Union of Crystallogra-
phy in their mmCIF specification (Shindyalov et al. 1994,
Shindyalov et al. 1995, Wodak et al. 1994). Biomolecular
assemblies are organized as a chemical hierarchy of atoms,

residues, molecules, with subgraphs for biopolymer residues
given by reference to a standard dictionary. The standard sub-
graph dictionary distributed with MMDB includes the 20

amino acids naturally occurring in proteins and the 8 ribonu-
cleotide and deoxyribonucleotide groups occurring in RNA
and DNA. Construction of MMDB requires validation of PDB
data against this dictionary, and therefore identifies a number
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of inconsistencies and errors as occurrences of nonstandard res-

idue groups. Subgraphs for these and true non-polymer compo-
nents such as protein cofactors are constructed by reference to
any explicit connectivity data provided by PDB, with validation

by stereochemical calculations based on atomic coordinates.
Atomic coordinate data in MMDB retain all information

provided by PDB, including crystallographic models with alter-
nate conformations resulting from statistical disorder, and
NMR-derived models represented as an ensemble of alternative
structures. We have attempted to represent this information

unambiguously, a process requiring considerable validation of
any multiple-coordinate data provided by PDB. For many com-
putational biology applications, however, it is useful to have a

simplified model in which only a single "best" coordinate is pro-
vided for each atom in the chemical graph. To this end MMDB
provides a single-coordinate-per-atom model as produced by

the PK.B analysis suite (Bryant 1989), a "view" of macromolec-
ular structure which has been tested in many applications.
MMDB also provides a further simplified single-coordinate-
per-residue view, intended for graphical applications and rapid

network transmission.
MMDB also allows for non-atomic representations of struc-

tare, such as density or surface models. These are not present in

PDB, but the corresponding object types may nonetheless prove
useful to computational biologists who encounter these com-
mon representations. Structural features are defined in MMDB
as generic descriptors and sets of properties to bd associated

with atoms or residues, or a region in space. This definition is
sufficient to represent secondary structure and site annotations

as provided by PDB or proposed in mmCIF, but also general
enough to accommodate new data. One might, for example,

describe the electrostatic potential at points on a surface grid
defined in the space of an atomic model from crystallography.
One might similarly describe the local environment categories
to be associated with a set of residues. These object types in

MMDB are intended primarily to facilitate development of new
applications.

Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic representation of the
MMDB specification, giving an overview of relationships
among data items and the design concepts behind MMDB.

Appendix 1 lists the complete MMDB specification and consti-
tutes the body of this paper. The specification itself includes
detailed comments which explain data item semantics and the

manner in which data items from PDB are mapped into MMDB.
The specification, corresponding C structure definitions, and I/
O routines are available via anonymous ftp from
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov. Example C programs are also provided,
including one that produces from MMDB a validated, PDB-for-

matted file. MMDB data files are available for ftp, but may also

be accessed via client software addressing the Entrez server
(NCBI 1994), which will provide in ASN.1 form dam describ-
ing the three-dimensional structure of maeromolecules, as well

as their sequences, and citations to relevant scientific literature.
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